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Abstract

This paper presents CiVedi, a scalable system providing
a flexible and customizable virtual environment for dis-
playing multimedia contents. Using CiVeDi, both the final
users and the exhibition curators can personalize the con-
tent of the visit as well as the visit appearance and its dura-
tion. The proposed solution aims to be used transparently
over different media objects either stored into a database
or dynamically collected from online digital libraries.

1 Introduction

During the last few years, there has been a growing interest
in digitalizing and publishing cultural heritage information
and in developing innovative and easy-to-use tools for their
accesses (e.g., [7, 8]). However, whereas storing and re-
trieving data objects from a database are well-established
processes - current multimedia DBMSs (MMDBMSs) of-
fer, in fact, tools for efficiently managing all different types
of multimedia data - the development of flexible publish-
ing techniques, suitable for users with different skills and
needs, is still an open issue. In this respect, modern infor-
mation and communication technologies have made avail-
able to exhibitors and in general cultural institution ad-
ministrators a large variety of tools and techniques to ad-
dress their communication and presentation requirements.
Among the various alternatives today available, Virtual Re-
ality (VR) seems to be one of the most promising tech-
nology to bolster interest for heritage [1, 2, 3]. Although
several projects have been undertaken in this field, most of
them focused on creating realistic reconstructions of rele-
vant historical places, or pre-defined 3D tours of important
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museum exhibitions [4, 5, 6]. By contrast, no comparable
amount of work has been carried out to enable dynamic in-
teraction with multimedia contents and customization for
final users which, in most cases, either have to follow a
predefined tour or they can choose only among a limited
set of predefined options. On the other hand, most of the
museums and other cultural institutions have already large
amount of multimedia data stored into databases that are
usually accessible only to experts, through a standard web-
based interface which does not fit the needs of a large pub-
lic [7, 8].

Therefore, there is the need of designing alternative,
non-conventional ways of presenting multimedia contents
to a large public. In this respect, we believe that a promis-
ing approach is that of combining MMDBs and VR or,
more precisely, exploiting VR as a solution to retrieve in-
formation from a MMDB and to present them. The inte-
gration of VR and DB technologies entails, however, ad-
dressing several issues, mainly related to the fact that the
types and number of objects returned by a user query can-
not be know in advance. Thus, the VR system must be able
to dynamically re-arrange the VR assignment, in order to
be able to accommodate query results.

In this paper, we describe CiVeDi - a scalable system,
whose main goal is that of providing a flexible and person-
alized virtual environment for accessing multimedia con-
tents. By using CiVeDi, the final user not only can specify
the information he/she is interested in but he/she can fully
customize the appearance and the duration of the visit. User
preferences are also integrated with the requirements com-
ing from the curator of the exhibition, which, on the ba-
sis of his/her knowledge about the contents, can provide
the system with additional information in order to gener-
ate tours that better facilitate the fruition of the available
cultural heritages.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
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Figure 1: Tour generation phase

Section 2 presents an overview of the proposed methodol-
ogy. Sections 3 and 4 detail the two main phases of the
process, that is, the data specification and the tour gener-
ation phase. Section 5 describes the prototype we have
developed. Section 6 reviews the state of the art, whereas
Section 7 concludes the paper outlining future work.

2 Overview of our approach

In this section, we present the methodology we have de-
signed to build customized virtual environments for de-
livering multimedia contents. The process can be divided
into two main phases: the Data specification phase and the
Tour generation phase.

1. Data specification phase: it is performed by the re-
sponsible of the cultural institution which owns the
data, before making the system available to large
public. Based on his/her knowledge about the con-
tent, the curator provides the system with informa-
tion useful to generate the tours, with the goals of let-
ting the users to come as better as possible in contact
with the heritage available into the database. Specif-
ically, the curator specifies information concerning
possible user queries and a set of feasible museum-
architectures where to arrange the exhibition.

2. Tour generation phase: it is the core of CiVeDi with
the aim of generating a customized virtual tour based
on user requests. As illustrated in Figure 1, this
phase can be further divided into three sub-phases:
the Collecting phase, in which the users specify their
requirements and the query they wish to submit to
the MMDB; the Arrangement phase, in which the
system collects query results and arranges them within
the virtual environment making use of a set of heuris-
tics; and, finally, the Visualization phase, which cre-
ates the final tour and deploys it back to the user who
can then start the visit.

3 Data Specification

In this section, we describe the main components of the
data model underlying CiVeDi and describe how a museum
curator can make use of them to customize the system for
the deployment of a certain content. Main components of
the data model are the multimedia contents to be displayed
and the virtual elements that can be used to create an exhi-
bition.

One of the main features of CiVeDi is to be indepen-
dent from the database storing the source data. In other
words, the system can be applied over any DBMS, inde-
pendently from its data model or the information it con-
tains. Therefore, in the following we present the various
types of data supported abstracting from specific imple-
mentation details.

3.1 Multimedia Contents

CiVedi, even if extensible to support requests and visual-
izations of a wide range of multimedia objects, has been
initially tailored to create expositions of paintings stored
as images into the database.
We assume that each image is stored into the database along
with some metadata, which provide additional informa-
tion (such as for instance the author, the description, of the
physical size of a painting) about the artifact. Metadata are
returned as result to a query along with the corresponding
objects and they are used by the system in the tour genera-
tion phase to decide the final appearance of an object into
the virtual environment.

The way metadata are represented does not depend from
our system but it is related to the DBMS collecting source
elements. We could thus have them as tuples, in case of
relational DBMSs, objects for OODBMSs, or XML doc-
uments, in case of XML-native databases. To deal with
heterogeneous data models, we have built ad-hoc wrap-
pers which organize metadata into an XML-based struc-
ture used into the following phases of the process. Figure
2 shows an example of an image object and the correspond-
ing metadata.
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Name value
Title The starry night
Author V. Van Gogh
Painted in Saint Remy
Date June 1889
Technique Oil on Canvas
Location MOMA, NY

Figure 2: Example of MM object and its metadata

3.2 Scene repository

The scene repository collects virtual elements which are
used as templates to create customized virtual environments.
These objects, which are stored separately from the mul-
timedia contents, are loaded on demand into the system,
adapted to the query results, and finally included into the
virtual tour. We can classify such elements based on how
they are used by the system. In this respect, we distinguish
virtual scene units, db-driven objects, and autonomous ob-
jects, described in what follows.

Virtual Scene Units. A Virtual Scene Unit, VSU is a 3D
template for an area (e.g., a room) which has been mod-
eled in advance and can be loaded by the system to ar-
range multimedia objects. In addition to a geometry (ge-
ometrical model) and an appearance (textures, lights and
so on), which are directly related to the virtual model it-
self, VSUs contain additional information which identify
a specific museum architecture (e.g., a modern museum,
a church, the ”Galleria Uffizi”, and so forth), the physical
size (along x,y and z axis), and some additional parameters
the system uses to resize the template when needed. In fact,
a VSU does not have fixed dimensions, instead it can be ex-
panded or reduced according to the multimedia objects it
has to contain. Moreover, VSUs contain information about
the physical areas in which the system can arrange mul-
timedia elements. We refer to such information as Active
Expositive Areas. An active expositive area of a VSU rep-
resents an available area in the VSU in which information
returned from the multimedia database can be visualized.
By mean of expositive areas, modellers are able to exactly
define spaces where elements can be arranged within a par-
ticular architecture. Figure 3 (A) shows a sketch of a VSU
where dashed rectangles represent active expositive areas
and black areas denote doors.

Db-Driven Objects. Db-driven objects are 3D models that
represent abstractions used by the system to wrap data re-
turned by the database, before arranging them into a VSU
(e.g. different frames for images) Similar to VSUs, also
for db-driven objects additional information are associated
with the 3D model. Such information are the type of data
they are willing to wrap (e.g., images), the architectural
style (e.g., modern frame, XIX century frame), and a func-

tion representing the amount of expositive area, referred to
as passive expositive area, occupied by a multimedia ob-
ject wrapped using the considered db-driven object (i.e.,
including the size of the multimedia object, the area occu-
pied by the frame, and some information about the mini-
mum distance from an artifact to another).

Autonomous Objects. These are 3D elements which are
not related to the information returned from the MMDBMS.
Instead, they are placed into a scene mainly for aesthetic
purposes so to have a more realistic environment. Exam-
ples of autonomous objects are windows, plants, benches,
chandeliers and so on. Autonomous objects are not mod-
eled together with the scenes but dynamically arranged by
the system based on some heuristics. Again, autonomous
objects are identified by their 3D models, a distinguish-
ing architectural feature (e.g., a window of a church or a
modern flowerpot), a passive expositive area (resizable if
needed), and additional information about the type of ele-
ment (plant, door, chair, etc) the autonomous object repre-
sents.

CiVeDi assumes VSUs, db-driven and autonomous ob-
jects to be available to museum curators which intend to
use our system to disseminate their content. During the
data specification phase, the curator uses his/her knowl-
edge about the content to specify the set of queries a user
can submit (for instance, queries based on a specific time-
period and/or the names of the authors) and the set of mu-
seum architectures (including both db-driven and autonomous
objects) which better fit the information stored into the
MMDBMS.

4 Tour Generation

In this section, we discuss the main activities carried out
by the system to create customized virtual environments
for accessing multimedia content . According to Figure 1,
the tour generation phase is organized in three sub-phases:
Collecting phase, Arrangement phase, and Visualization
phase, which are briefly described in the following.

4.1 Collecting Phase

It is the beginning of the process and its goal is to collect
all user requirements needed to create the virtual tour and
to submit the query to the MMDB. Users can specify three
types of requirements to customize their visit: tour content,
tour appearance, and tour duration, which give them the
feeling of personalizing both the content and the rendering
according to their needs.

Tour content. The first set of preferences a user can
specify concerns the artifacts displayed in the virtual exhi-
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bition. Based on his/her knowledge, experiences, age, edu-
cation and interests, users specify which information, from
the ones made available by the curators, he/she is willing
to have presented into his/her customized museum.

Tour Appearance. Other than the content, user is al-
lowed to customize the appearance of the virtual environ-
ment itself. Users can specify the museum architecture, se-
lecting among various templates indicated by the museum
curator, and define how the various rooms should be com-
bined to generate, for example, a linear or a more complex
non linear tour.

Tour Duration. The latest set of parametrizable fea-
tures concerns the specification of the overall duration of
the customized virtual visit. We propose three different ap-
proaches to control the tour-duration: a rubber-band tech-
nique, that gently pushes the user from a room to the next
one as time goes by; a time-based rollover among artifacts
visualized into the scenes; and, finally, a query result prun-
ing, based on information stored into the MMDBMS.

Finally, a user can specify one or more clustering crite-
ria that the system will consider to decide which artifacts,
among the all returned from the database, should be ar-
ranged together into a scene.

Content requirements information are then used to gen-
erate the query and submit it to the content database.

4.2 Arrangement Phase

This phase takes as input the artifacts returned from the
content database and comprises two main modules: the db-
driven wrapper, whose task is to assign a db-driven object
to each returned artifact, and the VSU collocator, which
assigns a VSU to each artifact based on user preferences.
The Db-driven wrapper is also in charge of resizing the
images to a dimension proportional to their real sizes.

To arrange objects into the virtual space, we have de-
veloped a set of heuristics to create realistic visits. For each
cluster of artifacts, the VSU collocator will first identify
and load a VSU template among the ones whose architec-
ture corresponds to the one specified by the user. Then,
it starts assigning each artifact into the largest expositive
area available into the VSU. Once assigned, the value of
the active ares is reduced by the passive areas occupied by
the artifact. If all the objects in the cluster do not fit in the
selected VSU, some relaxation techniques such as scene
enlargement (within the bound fixed by the modeler) or or-
ganizing the artifacts (i.e., paintings) into two parallel lines
instead of one in each wall are applied. Furthermore, there
will be cases when the system will load another scene until
all the objects have been assigned to a VSU. The result of
this phase is a list of VSUs, each one identified by an ID
and the cluster information it contains, and for each VSU a
list of its active expositive areas and the artifacts assigned
to each of them.

4.3 Visualization Phase

Before applying the algorithms to draw 3D scenes and ob-
jects composing the user customized virtual exhibition, the
visualization phase uses some additional techniques to re-
fine the results of the previous phases and to combine all
the loaded VSUs into a single tour. More precisely, the
system evaluates each scene and in case some active ex-
positive areas are not completely filled, it compacts them
by reducing VSU dimensions or by combining artifacts of
different active expositive areas into a single one. In this
case, the free expositive areas left with no-objects are auto-
matically filled by autonomous objects such as windows or
columns, as shown in Figure 3 (C). Finally, an absolute po-
sition is computed for each element of the exhibition, and
the 3D visit generated.

5 Implementation

A prototype of CiVeDi has been developed at University of
Milan. The prototype has been built using the JAVA lan-
guage, whereas virtual tours are generated according to the
X3D � format. X3D stands for eXtensible 3D Language
and it is a next-generation Extensible 3D Graphics speci-
fication language which aims at extending and upgrading
the geometry and behavior capabilities of the Virtual Re-
ality Modeling Language (VRML 97) using XML to gen-
erate virtual reality environments which can also be pre-
sented via a common web-browser. VSUs and db-driven
objects have been built by using the prototype feature of
X3D which offers the possibility of creating parameter-
ized elements generated on the fly based on some input-
specification.

The system supports the user with two graphical inter-
faces. The first one, reserved to the museum curator, is a
web-based interface running on a desktop system, through
which an exhibitor can visually specify the types of queries
a user can submit as well as the architectures in which the
customized exhibitions could be arranged (by loading them
from the scene repository). The second interface, used by
the final user, is running as a web-page on a PDA and it
is dynamically generated according to the requirements set
in advance by the curator.

For the sake of testing, CiVeDi has been used to gen-
erate customized virtual exhibitions of paintings belonging
to the Van-Gogh museum in Amsterdam [13] which have
been stored into an Oracle DBMS.

Figure 3 (C) shows an example of a customized virtual
gallery of Van-Gogh works of art, we have generated using
our system.

Particular attention has been devoted, during both the
design and implementation of CiVedi, to usability require-

�www.web3d.org/x3d.html
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(A) (B) (C)

Figure 3: Customized Virtual Tour

ments [9], which are clearly a key aspect for the success
of the system. Following the ISO 9241 standard, we used
three main usability indicators: effectiveness in use, effi-
ciency in use, and satisfaction in use. Additionally, we are
interested in evaluating both curator usability, intended to
evaluate the usability of the system from the exhibition cu-
rator point of view, and final user usability, which evalu-
ates usability wrt the final user. In developing CiVedi, we
try to meet usability requirements by actively involving fi-
nal users and exhibition curators during each stage of the
development process. In this respect, we follow an iter-
ative approach where the feedback of the users drive the
refinement of the devised solutions. Now that a complete
prototype of the system has been developed, we are starting
a set of empirical experiments to test usability. We plan to
divide final users into a set of categories, based on their ex-
perience (on both the use of IT and VR techniques and on
the kind of information on which the exhibition is based)
and background (examples of users are exhibition curators,
children, students of Humanities and so on), and to perform
experiments to evaluate the usability of the two interfaces
provided by CiVeDi, and the virtual environment in which
the multimedia contents are displayed. The experiments
will be conducted after a training session which is different
for each class of users.We plan to adopt the observational
evaluation method [9] to evaluate system usability, a well-
known method which requires to observe final users when
interacting with the system. Moreover, we plan to carry on
some experiments according to the Walkthrough method-
ology [10], which requires to divide the whole system into
tasks and subtasks which are separately evaluated in order
to identify possible steps which could block the user from
completing a task.

6 Related Work

The problem of disseminating cultural heritage informa-
tion to the large public is one of the most pressing needs
of all cultural institutes. Museums have today available
a large amount of digital information which might be used
for different purposes such as enhancing the visit of the real
exhibition, attracting new users to the museum, making
collections available to researchers, or simply contributing

in increasing the overall level of cultural knowledge of the
population. Notwithstanding most work has been done,
each one of the above issues addresses goals (in terms of
data domain, target, and so forth) whose solutions are not
suitable for use in other contexts [11]. For instance, in-
teractive multimedia systems such as GettyGuide [7], are
intended for use only inside the museums and the goals
(e.g., help users finding locations of artifacts) are different
with the ones of CiVeDi. For instance, GettyGuide, which
is built for disseminating the contents of the J. Paul Getty
Museum (www.getty.com) collection, proposes a customiz-
able system to access information on art objects and gal-
leries via kiosks using standard Web browser or via a
location-based wireless handheld device. They do not sup-
port customized virtual tours of the content which is orga-
nized accordingly to the actual physical exhibitions.

With CiVeDi, we focus on virtual reconstruction of tours
more than a virtual guide to be used in a museum. In this
context, during the last few years many museums have in-
vested into 3D virtual tours, and some of them today avail-
able on the web [12, 13]. Those are really painstaking jobs
in terms of museum architectures and level of details, but
often they do not allow any user interaction and are usually
costly.

With CiVeDi, we aim at developing a low-cost system
usable by many museums and at the same time indepen-
dent from the collections of data they possess. Instead of
a highly accurate model, we are interested in using VR as
a tool for accessing multimedia databases. Based on our
knowledge, such an approach is quite novel and the few ap-
proaches, already proposed by other researchers, are very
limited and do not address many of the issues involved in
combining database and VR techniques for personalized
content exploration.

One of the first systems which aims at integrating VR
and MMDBs is Virgilio [14, 15]. As CiVedi, Virgilio presents
cultural context through virtual worlds in which some ob-
jects, situated in a VR environment, are used as metaphors
to represent information. However, to use Virgilio, cura-
tors need to describe in advance the structure of the virtual
tour by applying so called Background Knowledge pred-
icates. Those predicates, used to map the structure of the
content database onto the dynamic virtual environment, re-
strict the usability of the system to IT expert curators and
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cannot be used for sets of data distributed over different
databases.

Another interesting system is the one built within the
framework of the Arco� (Augmented Representation of Cul-
tural Objects) project. CiVeDi and Arco have many points
in common. They both organize tours into scenes (i.e., Vir-
tual Scene Unit for Civedi and Exhibition Space in case
of Arco) and create virtual tour using web-based 3D lan-
guages (X3D or VRML). Notwithstanding, the goals of the
two projects are different because much of the effort of
the Arco project has been devoted to make available large
collections of 3D objects using a graphical interface. For
instance, the Arco system provides an easy-to-use graph-
ical user interface, called Presentation Manager, through
which curators can easily manage (insert, move, group)
media objects within the environment just like managing
files within a file system. Such feature is outside of the
scope of CiVeDi which instead focuses on creating virtual
tours independently from the data contents and in which
user can customize not only the contents but also the ap-
pearance and the duration of the visit.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented CiVeDi, a system to built
customized virtual reality environments for disseminating
cultural heritage information stored into MMDBs. The
key features of the system are the possibility for the user
of fully customizing contents, appearance and duration of
the visit, a set of algorithms for dynamically arranging ob-
jects into the scenes, and the model we have developed as
a foundation for managing virtual objects (i.e., VSUs, Db-
driven and autonomous objects). The algorithms are very
flexible and can be easily ported over any type of advanced
3D language beyond the one designed for the Web. At the
same time, the data model we propose for creating objects
can be used by third party modellers to constantly enhance
the environment. Museums can create their own architec-
tures or simply load the ones already available, possibly
developed by other institutions or parties.

As a future work, besides an extensive test of the pro-
totype system we have developed, we plan to make it pos-
sible to change the tour at runtime in case user modifies
his/her choices. Even if built specifically for disseminating
cultural heritage, CiVeDi can be used for many other dif-
ferent domains such as Virtual Shops. As a next step, we
plan to use our solution within such domains to identify
possible distinguishing requirements.

�http://www.arco-web.org
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